TO: CEO Sean

January 30, 2019

FR: CEO Mary
One Of The Largest National Corporations [OOTLNC],
Outside Sales Representative Interview:
List any reason(s) known to you why you might not
be able to perform consistently and promptly any of
the job duties for which you are applying.
CEO MARY: Isn’t it funny that you apparently must be

required by some directive somewhere to ask that
question? Seriously? Right from the moment of
interview, you might have to hire someone who “might
not be able to perform consistently and promptly any of
the job duties for which they are applying?”
Sort of like asking “If hired, can you give written
evidence of your right to work in the United States?”
Well to put your mind at ease... guess what... I’m
actually an American citizen. Born and raised here. In
fact, you could actually call the hometown doctor that
delivered me all those years ago and he would
confirm… yep… she’s 100 percent American, delivered
by a 100 percent American OB/GYN, to a 100 percent
American mom and a 100 percent American dad, in a
country known as, you guessed it… America. I am as
100 percent American as it gets.
I wouldn’t apply for a job with you that I couldn’t
perform. Why? Because it would waste my time and
your time and potentially bog your business down to
such an extent nothing could get done but paperwork
documenting why someone somewhere, totally
unrelated to our work relationship, thinks that you
would need to hire someone who would be non-efficient
to your company.

Golly... sounds like something a competitor would do.
Probably those pesky newspaper guys wanting us to
have ink all over our hands while we’re eating a
breakfast sandwich. But that’s just me.
Personally I love driving down the road and seeing
“Hey... we’ve got the perfect job for you” on a super
whizzy lighted time-share advertising screen. I mean
it’s really the next best thing to God sending Gabriel to
deliver that same message, without all the shock and
awe or terrifying the sheep. So CEO Sean to give me a
call. I can start whenever you guys get this. :-)
Why am I addressing you? Because you are the person
who has the authority to make something worthwhile
happen in your company. You remember right? It’s
Sales 101… only talk to the “decision makers”. Since
your company is publicly traded on the NASDAQ,
maybe the decision makers just might be the
shareholders… thus this publicly available interview.
I looked up the local office and realized I would not be
a good fit in that space. Way too much estrogen going
on there and additional drama I’m just not interested
in. If you want efficient sales… broader markets
without all the broads… I’m your gal. I don’t do
women’s weekend retreats, nights out with the girls,
or dream up stuff to make myself seem real on “casual
Fridays”. I am working for your company for one
reason and one reason only… mutually maximum
profits combined with mutually maximum integrity
and fidelity.
If you would like to accommodate that “disability” and
hire me as an independent contractor, guess what…
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I can save you so much money on cubicle space,
diversity training, sensitivity training, insurance
health plans, and electricity just to keep the building
open… you could have that many more awesome
lighted billboards in the sky. You don’t have to factor
in sick days or days off or even any sort of scheduling
whatsoever… that’s just how efficient this work model
can be.
Whoever put this application page together... my
goodness... thank you for making me smile:
“Have you ever filed an application with OOTLNC?”
No.
“If so please provide the following:”
You do realize that if there’s a red asterisk in that field
and “no” is the previous answer, that field is still
required? No worries. I changed the answer to yes and
put the date as today.
“Have you ever been employed by OOTLNC?”
What… there’s a non-application process for
employment with OOTLNC?
“If so please provide the following:”
Ahh. The red asterisk puzzle again. Ok. Yes I’ve been
employed by OOTLNC as of today, to rewrite their
online application form, or just amuse those in HR and
let CEO Sean know there still is intelligent life on earth.
“Are you currently employed by OOTLNC?”
Hmm. If I’ve ever been employed by OOTLNC, and
realized I was currently working for OOTLNC now,
would I be filling out an application? But technically,
no... if that’s what you’re asking. And the answer is no
for the first two questions, too... in just a face-value
answer sort of questioning.
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Does any of this answer your question? I mean I could
redesign your whole application process, sell the ad
space and actually design the ads and promotions too
if you want… with no more carbon footprint than the
few pixels it takes to read this conversation. I’m just
that good. Remember: Desired Salary: Top Sales Rep.
Yes, but you marked “no” on “travel if job requires it”.
What sort of job “requires” travel these days? I mean
if I need to shake hands and influence people in
person, ok... but if I’m redesigning the application
process, selling the ad space and actually designing
the ads and promotions too... it does seem a little
counter productive to “require” me to be away from all
that efficiency and productivity.
But if OOTLNC or CEO Sean needs me to scout out
other regions, boldly going where no OOTLNC has
gone before... ok. I’d love to negotiate those land use
rights with ranch owners along interstates in Texas or
renegotiate barn roofs that still sport: See Rock City.
I mean golly, CEO Sean, I’ll even drive an OOTLNC
racecar at the Indy 500, or negotiate OOTLNC rights
when the Goodyear blimp is on its way to the
Superbowl. It’s good every now and then to honor the
dinosaurs that gave their lives to bring us the fossil
fuels we enjoy today.
Desired Salary: Top Sales Rep.
Let me know.
Warm regards,
CEO Mary
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P.S. If those ladies in the local office are actually
women of integrity, honor, and faithfulness, no
worries. If you knew the catastrophic invasion,
destruction, and dumb shebeast battle against my
marriage, family, and businesses I have weathered,
you might just ask CEO Sean to independently
contract me and make me a regular part of the
Integrity, Fidelity, and Success training at OOTLNC…
One Of The Largest National Corporations.
How would you know if you’re actually women of
integrity, honor, and faithfulness?
If you have ever thought it perfectly ok to adulterously
invade a faithful wife and mom’s marriage, family,
and household by consciously pursuing her husband,
aka, a married man… OR… if you’re actually married
to a man now… that you “captured” by such
untrustworthy, dishonorable, lowlife scum of the
earth tactics… forcing the innocent children of that
family to be shuttled back and forth between their
sweetheart mom and your loathsome stupidity…
guess what. You’re a dumb shebeast and are not in
any way a woman of integrity, honor, and faithfulness.
We will never have anything in common. Ever. You
are a destructive liability that should never be
accommodated under any circumstance.
CEO Sean… give me a call. I have 32 years of life,
accomplishment, and faithful service to rebuild.
Thanks.
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